
PEP PANTIGA
CONNECTED TO LIFE
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P E P  P A N T I G A

+ KNOTT.ANS – self-adjusting brake
+  Alloy rims – mono-axle, white
+ Body door: TABBERT TREND
+  Entry step with integrated TABBERT emblem, 

insulated
+ One-key locking system
+ TABBERT servicemodule
+  Comfort roller blinds on salon and kitchen windows
+  Hinged window Privacy Black tinted and 

heat-insulating, lockable with safety lock
+  Roof hood (lift-tilt) 40 x 40 cm with insect screen  

and blackout, clear (bow)
+  Roof hood (lift-tilt) 70 x 50 cm with insect screen  

and blackout (rear)
+  Panorama skylight 130 x 45 cm (rear)  

(optional/depending on layout)
+ TABBERT PRO.TEC-FRAME
+  GRP roof with reduced hail sensitivity
+  TABBERT roof, high sound and insulation values
+ Side walls in smooth sheet metal, White Onyx
+ Awning light LED
+ Furniture decor: Oak Salinas
+ Stylish panel curtains
+ Single-column lifting table in round seating group

+ Fabric covering by drop windows 
+  Fixed beds with 5-zone comfort foam mattress
+  Bunk bed (double) – lower bed convertible to 

seating group
+ Wall lighting in the sleeping area
+  Induction double hot plate, transportable
+  Automatic energy selection for refrigerator 

(AES)
+ Stainless steel sink with glass cover
+  Large drawers with soft-close function
+  Heating TRUMA Combi 4  

(depending on layout)
+  Heating TRUMA Combi 6  

(depending on layout)
+ “bluuwater” water filter system
+  Lighting in wardrobe
+  LED recessed spotlights 

(power-saving, long service life)
+  TV preparation with antenna 

connection, roof reinforcement 
for automatic antenna and SAT 
cable laid

+ velocate® GPS-Tracker

+  Fold-away double bed
+ High drop windows
+ Refrigerator 98 litres

+ Rollaway bed function for single beds
+ Large U-shaped seating area
+ Refrigerator 133 litres
+ Wall lighting in the sleeping area

+ Bunk bed that converts  
into a bench

+ Rear bath
+ Refrigerator 133 litres

Einhell  
One Night Stand  
(optional)

Dyonic chassis

Water, waste water and electricity combined  
in one service module
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PEP PANTIGA 390 WD 2,3 PEP PANTIGA 550 K 2,5PEP PANTIGA 550 E 2,3



Portable boxes for the bed drawers in the  
PEP PANTIGA 550 E and 550 K (optional)

For cooking, the transport-
able induction double hot-
plate can be removed from 
the drawer and placed on 
the work surface or out-
doors. When not needed, it 
can be conveniently hidden 
away in the drawer, freeing 
up space on the worktop.

Fully functional shower thanks to   
swivelling  washbasin (optional, 550 E)

Water, waste water and electricity combined  
in one service module

Fold-away double bed 
in the PEP PANTIGA 390 WD

Tall drop windows in the living area instead of wall cabinets



 The ACTIVE SILVER STAR upholstery 
is made from innovative, stain- 

resistant Clean-Active-Material.*

SILKY LEAF FABRIC / SYNTHETIC LEATHER SUNSET SKY FABRIC ACTIVE SILVER STAR FABRIC ACTIVE LINE*

* Option available at extra cost

+ 2 cushions 40 x 40 cm 
+ 2 cushions 60 x 40 cm 
+ 2 duvets 150 x 200 cm
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TThe information on the delivery contents, measurements and weights as well as the appearance correspond to the knowledge at the time of printing (07/2022). We reserve the right to 

make changes on equipment, technical data, serial equipment and prices. After a contract has been concluded, we reserve the right to make technical changes within the framework 
of the construction insofar as they serve technical progress and are acceptable for the customer. Minor colour and texture deviations are also reserved – even after conclusion of 
the contract – insofar as these cannot be avoided due to the material (e. g. colour deviations of up to approx. 2.0 dE between paint on sheet metal and paint on GRP/plastic) and are 
reasonable for the customer. Some of the illustrations show optional equipment that is available at an extra charge or equipment features of prototypes/studies that do not conform 
to the serial status and in some cases will not be available as optional equipment. Colour deviations are print-technically possible. Therefore, before purchasing a vehicle, please seek 
comprehensive advice on the current status of the series from an authorised dealer. The decoration shown in the catalogue is not part of the equipment supplied. Please also note 
the comments in the current price list, in particular on weights, payload options and tolerances. Please note that the number of beds indicated may include beds for both adults and 
children. The beds do not have the same dimensions. We therefore recommend that you consult your TABBERT dealer about the dimensions of the beds provided in the vehicle so that 
you can decide whether they are suitable for the occupancy (adults/children) you intend to have. In some models additional equipment is needed to obtain the maximum possible 
number of beds. Your TABBERT dealer is happy to advise you. Reprinting, even in extracts, is only permitted with the prior written permission of Knaus Tabbert AG. We reserve the 
right to change content at our discretion. 

Concept & design: tsitrone medien GmbH & Co. KG, Cologne, www.tsitrone.de

DECO PACKAGE

UPHOLSTERY


